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Subject: Re: TJMC rundown.
Date: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 at 2:24:35 PM Central Standard Time
From: TJMC Journal
To: Jon Bekken
CC: Kalen Churcher, Lewis, Mitzi

[EXTERNAL]

Thanks Jon,

That last Book Review will hold over unNl next year, so take it off the rundown. 

That annoys me about the table not being compaNble....it’s always a google doc problem.   At any Nme just drop
am ote,  and tell authors they can fix it next year.  

Today I’ll get my editor’s comments to you.    It is longer than usual so should be embedded where first para is
shown and rest is “read more”.   Or designed as a download like the other arNcles.   I think Mitzi can advise what
works on our website. 

Thanks again Jon.  I really didn’t expect you to get onto it so quickly.  You are amazing.

Cathy 

Kia Atawhai ma Kia Kaha

Dr. CR Strong
Massey University

On 25/11/2020, at 6:59 AM, Jon Bekken <jbekken@albright.edu> wrote:

There are still some outstanding proofs; the two problematic articles I identified have been
fixed - one with the assistance of the authors, for the other I went online to correct/complete
incorrect citations.
Three authors have raised minor issues which have been fixed, and another half-dozen have
ok'd the proofs.

There is also one more review that may be coming in.

All I need to do is create a cover/table of contents - the work of about half an hour - and I
can have everything ready for uploading.

Jon Bekken
Professor of CommunicaNons
Albright College

On Sat, Nov 21, 2020 at 10:23 PM Jon Bekken <jbekken@albright.edu> wrote:
I have sent off proofs for all the articles I have in hand. If Ethics arrives in the next week, I
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can include it with the files for the issue.
Thus far about a third of authors have responded to their proofs.
We are having difficulty with Woman Authors. The tables embedded in the article as
submitted reproduce poorly. I requested the originals, and was provided a Google
Spreadsheet which has very different tables (piecharts instead of bar graphs, with a very
limited color pallette, and which do not organize the data at all in the same way). I have
written the authors noting the issue.  I suppose I could cut and paste the underlying data
into a spreadsheet I am more familiar with, reorganizing the data to match  the various
figures, and then generate new tables. But this is more work than I prefer, and I am
hoping the authors will come back with usable figures.  (I might also be able to get a
higher, but not high, quality image by screenshotting the tables from the submission;
unfortunately Word does not appear to allow exporting images in a graphic format once
they have been pasted into it.)
There are also some issues with incomplete references in Atkins et al., which hopefully the
authors will be able to clear up.

Jon Bekken
Professor of CommunicaNons
Albright College

On Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 5:58 PM TJMC Journal <journaltjmc@gmail.com> wrote:
CAUTION: This email originated from a Non-Albright email server. Please use cauNon when interacNng
and responding to the contents.

Jon (copy Mitzi and Kalen )

Whew, I’m just about finished with this next issue of TJMC.    Below is the recommended run
down of arNcles.  You will see that one is not in yet, as the author Pam Perry only-just got a
review copy of the book. However, we know she is good for it and will turn in camera-ready
copy so I’m accepNng it a bit later than the others.  My intro copy is sNll to come.   

I’m open to suggesNons on the running order.  I tried to break up the technical arNcles so they
weren’t all together.  I sort-of ordered them in priority of my own interest, and how solid I
thought the research was in each one.   

Copy ediNng again was a problem.  I got a hodgepodge of different quality and standard, so
please make any correcNons you happen to see.    I have allowed the Tengku book review to use
BriNsh English in the write up.   

JON:  How do you want these sent to you?   I think in the past you didn’t really didn’t like a
shared DROPBOX, so I can email them to you a few at a Nme.  Let me know which works.  Can
you please send the proof to the authors for approval……but don’t let them bother you with Nny
limle second-thought edits. I’ve already told most that the designed proof was only for major
errors they may find.  

TOPIC AUTHORS 

1Research Ready for designer Tik Tok Todd Henneman 

Meg Heckman, Maya
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2Research READY FOR DESIGNER Woman authors Meg Heckman, Maya
Homan

3Research Ready for designer  Internship Classroom 
angela Criscoe, Mary
Jean Land

4Research Ready for Designer DataViz Curriculum   Masudul Biswas;  

5Research READY FOR DESIGNER scholasNc Journalism Julie Lewis 

6ArNcle READY FOR DESIGNER VR-360 
Aaron Atkins , Franklyn
Charles, Nina Admanin 

7ArNcle READY FOR DESIGNER Voter Engagement 

Nicole O'Donnell, Vivian
Medina-Messner, Judi
Crenshaw, Marcus
Messner, Reuban
Rodrigue, Fred Tugas 

8ArNcle Ready for Designer Race Theory.  
Jennifer Elaine
SadlerColumbia College
Chicago

9ArNcle READY FOR DESIGNER Campus Reboot Susan Cardillo 

10Review to come Ethics, Cooper Pam Perry 

11Review Ready for Designer the Peaceful Traveller, Trauer Samiksha 

12Review ready for designer Handbook of Journalism Studies,
et al 

Elena Tengku 

Cathy

Dr Catherine Strong
Editor
Teaching Journalism & Mass CommunicaNon Journal
hmp://aejmc.us/spig/journal
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